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A validated, custom model for
ever y neuron in the brain

Workflow

Introduction
Computational models of neurons and neural circuits are abundant,
but their agreement with experimental data is usually assessed
informally, incompletely, or not at all. In principle, everyone wants
models to accord with experimental data, but it can be tedious to
make this a priority.
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Where is all the good, machine-readable experimental data located?
neuroelectro.org and the Allen Cell Types databases
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Who is going to digitize it and write “tests” for the model?
neuronunit uses these resources to auto-generate tests
using emerging standards
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Neurons…

NeuronUnit

unit tes(ng for models

1. Import NeuroML model.
2. Choose or create test.
3. Generate simula>on
code.
4. Run simula>on.
5. Approve or import
experimental data.
6. Compare simula>on
results to experimental
data.
7. Visualize/report test
results.

Models…

How can these tests be written to generalize across models?
sciunit separates interface from implementation

Optimize

OSB

Express models

Share

Experimental Data
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Fitzhugh-Nagumo model
Izhikevich model

Tools
Neuroelectro

Judge models
against data —
Produce scores

Approach

Validating pieces of larger models

Open Source Brain (OSB)

We apply the “unit-testing” approach of software development to
the validation of scientific models against experimental data.

Suites of tests automatically executed for
every change to the model via
continuous integration

Virtues:

Validation of single ion channel models
from whole organism simulations

• Write a test once and test all the models
!

Allen Cell Types

• Implement model capabilities once and take all the tests
• Continuously measure the agreement between model and data
Example

Discussion
Neuronunit is a Pythonic library for rapidly testing neuron, circuit,
and ion channel models against ever-increasing quantities of
available experimental data.
We automate test construction using neuron physiology data
obtained from open databases or your computer.
!

We aim test every model that can be expressed in NeuroML.
!

Framework

Visualize test scores for every parameterization of every model
against all relevant experimental data: both during development and
after publication. Formal comparison of models becomes possible!
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